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FHM’s Michael Adams feasts on some arse in Survival Of The Dead

o this is how I’ll look when I’m dead.
Presuming, of course, that I die of a
zombie bite, become reanimated and
wind up staring at myself in a Portaloo
mirror at midnight. In a few minutes,
I’m due out in a freezing barn, located
90 minutes south-west of Toronto, where I’ll join
my fellow extras in genre granddaddy George
A Romero’s latest gut-munching opus. Even
though I know this is special-effects make-up, it’s
spine-tingling to see myself this way – chunk out
of my cheek, brain matter in my hair, face full of
dead veins and spattered blood, all of it rendered
even more sickly by the toilet’s fluoro light.
I’m here because a few months back,
I interviewed Romero at the Melbourne
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International Film Festival. We bonded over a
few drinks. Soon after that, his sixth zombie film
– Survival Of The Dead, following on from Night,
Dawn, Day, Land and Diary – was greenlit and he
asked if I wanted to play a zombie in it on location
in Canada. Given I was heading to the US around
that time anyway, I jumped at the chance.
When I arrive for my first of three nights on
location, I’m directed to a large holding tent.
A wardrobe woman hands me overalls and a thick
jumper for that redneck-farmer look and, as
I wait for make-up, I admire a creepy, full-scale
horse prop with its belly slit open, and laugh at
the pizza boxes labelled “ears and noses”, filled
with latex replicas of such. I then proceed to get
to know my fellow zombie extras.

They’re a deeply eclectic group. Sitting in
the make-up chair, having brain flecks applied
to her hair, is Erny, a middle-aged woman who
turned to this low-paid work when she was
retrenched from her office job of 31 years. She’s
done a lot of movies – Blindness, The Love Guru,
Flash Of Genius – but never seen one of them,
for reasons she can’t really explain. Then there’s
Michael, a very intense 50-something dude
who looks like Max Headroom. He also started
doing this to make ends meet after a series of
retrenchments. On some shoots, he gets to don
a military uniform and wield a prop gun, which
he proves by providing me with a photo, to which
he’s added a slightly creepy caption. Another
extra, Derek, got into the business when, as a limo
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driver, he had Eddie Murphy as a passenger. The
funnyman suggested he try extra work. He’s been
at it now for the past 12 years, with his crowning
achievement seven minutes spent on-screen
with Robert Duvall and Ray Liotta in John Q.
Other extras are, like me, here for love not
money – they’re fans who have made Romero’s
acquaintance. Jan and Kelsey, a motherdaughter team, met him at a Fangoria convention
a few months back and drove 16 hours from
Minnesota to be here. John, who’s combining
these all-nighters with all-day shifts as a teacher,
wasn’t put off by standing in freezing cold water
as a zombie for a whole night a few years ago for
Romero’s Land Of The Dead, and is back for more
punishment. Robert and Glena, a couple who’ve
bonded over their shared love of horror and sci-fi,
have taken time off their professional jobs in
Ottowa to come down for three days.
Usually, “background performers” are simply
human scenery, and I hear a lot of stories about
days and weeks spent as sports stadium seatfillers on The Love Guru or Cinderella Man. But
Romero’s films are unique in that the extras are
often the stars, and while Hollywood A-listers
rarely want to kill or be killed on screen, us
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King of the
zombies: director
George A Romero

“us z-listers are
all hoping to die as
gorily as possible,
but not before
we’ve torn someone
to pieces”

Z-listers are all hoping for the chance to die
as gorily as possible, but not before we’ve torn
someone to pieces.
After a two-hour wait, it’s my turn in the
make-up trailer, where I get the works, courtesy
of gore-specialist Patrick Baxter. He starts
by creating raised latex bite marks, adds dark
shadows under my eyes, goes to work with
something called skin illustrator, then sprays,
spatters and flecks me with coffee-tasting,
blood-coloured karo syrup. In the next chair,
getting an even more elaborately f__ked-up face
is Steve Barton, editor of horror website Dread
Central. “This is my dream,” he says. “Right now
I’m the happiest man in Canada.”
The movie set adage – “Hurry up and wait” –
takes on a new dimension as for the next six hours,
the other zombies and I twiddle our decaying
thumbs in the catering tent, hoping to be called to
action, which is happening down a dirt road.
To say we do nothing isn’t exactly right because
– apart from the amusing spectacle of us eating
lunch at 1am –what extras do is talk. Life stories
are exchanged and opinions traded on everything
from movies and music to religion and
politics. Lower-tier crew members also
fh m .co m . au 101
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Alcopop’s owners
weren’t happy with his
Melbourne Cup run
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A long night for
the living dead:
the extras at 5am

He’s a brainiac,
braniac…

Michael with realtor
by day, zombie by
night Robyn
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“my zombie style –
eyes staring, tongue
lolling, arthritic
hands clutching
is pretty good, if
i say so myself”
Finally, at about 2am, all of us extras are called
to assemble in a horse corral. There, feet freezing
thanks to the icy rain that’s soaked the ground, we
mill about mindlessly, prevented from getting at
our farmhand tormentors by a metal gate. This
continues for four hours, until the 6am wrap.
Now I discover the drawback of getting such
impressive make-up: it takes a lot of time to
remove. It’s 10am by the time I’m back at my
crackhouse hotel in Toronto. And I’m due back
on the shuttle to set at 3pm.
The next night, exercising one of my minor
privileges, I join Romero in his director’s tent,
warming myself by the heater. He tells me tonight
we’ll be picking up the scene in the corral.
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“You’re milling around [the horse corral], you
can’t get out,” he says.
“Except for that one handsome, intelligent
Australian zombie who picks the lock?” I offer.
“He climbs into front of frame for a close up?”
laughs the director.
“Yeah, and screams Aussie! Aussie! Zombie!
Oi! Oi! Ugggh!”
I’m only half joking. I really do want to be
featured. Unsurprisingly, Romero doesn’t amend
the script to include my suggestion.
We walking dead do finally bust out, to stagger
this way and that across the field. My zombie
style – sightless eyes staring, tongue lolling and
drooling, knees together in a spastic gait, arthritic
hands clutching – is pretty good, if I say so myself.
But all I do is shuffle and I’m jealous of my new
pals John and Glena when they’re selected to pin
down a ranch-hand and rip him to pieces. “I got
to eat cowboy ass and I didn’t even have to be in
Brokeback Mountain,” John laughs triumphantly
when he returns. “I can die happy!” says Glena.
“Well, after the movie comes out.”
We wrap again and back at chateau crackhouse
I again get just four hours of fitful sleep, the
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offer their opinions freely. Given the world’s
obsession with celebrity gossip, I’m surprised
tabloid reporters don’t become extras to get the
juice because it’s a rich seam of muck, and from
those who’ve seen and heard it for themselves.
For hours, I listen, gobsmacked. There’s the
leading man who bit his bodyguard. The A-list
babe who couldn’t understand why she couldn’t
act opposite a huge monster, seemingly unaware
it had to be created digitally in post-production.
I hear tales of a celebutard who was forever on
the phone tipping off the paparazzi to whatever
nightclub she’d be hitting after the day’s filming
wrapped. Then there’s the household name who
smoked an ounce of dope in 90 minutes, a beloved
funnyman who had background extras fired for
making eye contact, and a diminutive veteran
tough guy who insists everyone he shares scenes
with is an inch shorter than him.
It’s entertaining, but I’m also itching to get
my zombie groove thang on. I’m clear on my
motivation – feast on the flesh of the living! –
but I want to put into practice the shuffle I’ve
worked up during the numerous bad coffeefuelled treks to the Portaloo.

Extras Gisela
and Erny dine on
the dead-dead

result of having drunk 10 cups of crap catering
coffee the night before.
The final night: make or break for my zombie
stardom. My spirits plummet when I’m ushered
into the make-up trailer and, instead of getting
Patrick, I get another guy. Granted, he prettied
up Renée Zellweger in Chicago, but what he gives
me is just a slap of blood across the face. The
production is behind schedule. Time is money.
“You’re a fresh kill,” he says.
“Won’t that be a problem for continuity?” I ask.
“Don’t worry about it,” he tells me. “Tonight
you’re going to super deep background.”
Super. Deep. Background. Its sporting
equivalent might be Left Right Off.
Tonight, we zombies are loose and the assorted
humans are blasting away at us – and at each other
– with M-16s and pistols. It’s totally cool. The air’s
filled with the deafening crack-crack-crack of
small arms fire and the intoxicating cracker-night
tang of cordite from the blanks. Perched up a fourmetre ladder, a stunt guy peppers the ground with
paintball pellets to kick up dust around our feet.
In take after take, I’m stumbling towards
the camera as zombies in front of me are mown

Robert and Glena
fresh from a kill –
or a ketchup pash

down. There’s no way I can’t be in these shots,
I reason to myself. But a little while later, true
stardom finally comes calling when the assistant
director says he wants me to be the zombie who
attacks one of the leads – a zombie who is blown
away close-range by the hero!
Romero comes out of his director’s tent to talk
me through the scene. It’s pretty simple – stagger,
arms out, snap my head back from the impact of
a bullet that’ll be added digitally later, and fall
back dead onto a stunt mat. But you try it with a
horror legend – not to mention 200 cast and crew
– watching. I f__k it up a few times. “Your arms are
coming up too soon,” Romero says kindly, guiding
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my outstretched arms in the correct manner.
On the fifth go, I get it right.
Relieved, I join Romero in his tent as he
watches this sequence’s coup de grace – a guy torn
to pieces as zombies feast on his juicy innards
– on the monitors. “I want him to scream until
he’s dead,” says Romero, eyes lighting up like a
kid, despite the fact that he’s pushing 70 and has
been doing this for four decades now. And the
victim does scream bloody murder – until he’s
replaced with a $4000 prop body that’s packed
with viscera that Steve and others pull apart and
devour like so much man-pizza.
“Ah, that’s great!” says Romero, laughing.
“Great!” There are cheers all round, and, for
tonight at least, the work of the zombies, and
their zombie master, is done. FHM
Survival Of The Dead will
be released in 2010. Read
the first chapter of Michael
Adams’s book, Showgirls,
Teen Wolves And Astro
Zombies ($39.95, Pier 9),
at badmoviebook.com
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